Abstract-Searching a lost plane on seas usually is a task hard to implement in most situation, due to scarce data and widely sea. To overcome it, an optimization model is proposed. The proposed approach is based on the details and can govern the key information in the searching. Meanwhile it is easy to be understood and to be expanded. A plenty of numerical simulation is conducted to verify the approach. Numerical results show: the proposed approach can tract the flight and allocate the searching capability effectively.
Following by the research on the topic [9] [10] [11] , a whole model is built. In this investigation, several concepts, including search capability, identification capability, search strength, possibility transition function, are induced, and then an optimization model is proposed to decide how to distribute the search ability of planes. It is worth noting that the possibility of a zone dynamically updated after each search, so that scheduling plan can be suitably adjusted under the circumstances.
II. MODEL
As described in the section above, we have estimated the possible wreckage zone. So the next task is to find out the true wreckage zone in the wreckage zone. In order to search the wreckage of place, usually some searching planes must be employed to perform searching above the sea. Because the number of searching plane is finite, it makes it is impossible to search whole possible wreckage with great searching strength. Usually, putting more searching in the zone with more possibility is advisable. An approach how to design the searching plan is proposed, and it can arrange the searching optimally. To illustrate our model, the relative processes must be explained clear firstly.
A. Searching Capability
Searching capability of a searching plane is the capability of the plane can find out whether a zone is wreckage zone or not in a flight. Usually, searching capability relates with the cruising time, cruising distance and searching equipments set up on the plane. The greater the cruising time and the cruising distance are, the greater the searching capability is. The more advanced the employed equipment is, the greater the searching capability. So based on some approximation, a simple model is provided to formulate this relation as:
where , ,
Q S h are the searching capability, normal searching area, and searching time for a plane in a flight, respectively. The searching capabilities of the planes are listed as following. 
B. Searching Strength
Planes are arranged to perform a searching in a zone. There are many choices can be employed. We can order a plan to search a very widely zone, or we can also order it to search a very small zone in one flight. Or we can order two planes to search a same zone at the same time. It implies a given zone can be searched with different strengths. It is called as searching strength in this investigation. In practice, the searching strength is the searching capability inputted to a unit zone in a flight, which can be represented as 
where
, S  . Searching strength in a point is the key concept, based on it, an optimization model with continual variables is proposed in the investigation. It can make the proposed model more simply and strong.
C. Identification Capability Function
When we have performed a search in a zone with a searching strength, we can find out the zone is the true wreckage zone or not. But searching planes just probe a zone in the air, so usually their judgments are of uncertainty. Because the judgment maybe is wrong, so we employ a quantity to express the reliability of the judgment, which is named as identification capability. Generally speaking, the greater the searching strength is in a zone, the higher the identification capability of the search is in the zone. So the identification capability can be considered as the function of searching
The function K(r) can be set to different types, which is related to the many parameters in searching. Two simple but meaningful forms are proposed in this investigation.
1) Marginal Effect Decreasing Type
From the above analysis, we know: the greater the searching strength is in a zone, the higher the identification capability of the search is in the zone. But as the searching strength is increasing, the amplitude of identification capability increasing is not as great as the amplitude of searching strength. It usually is called as marginal effect decreasing principle in economics, which can be formulated in mathematics as
An example is proposed in this investigation, which is K(r) r  . And the result based on the function is simulated in the case study.
2) Dirichlet type
A more direct function is Dirichlet type function, which can be expressed as:
, else Some more complex functions maybe be of stronger capacity to describe the between searching strength and identification capability. But more detail dataset will be needed, which is the further research content.
D. Priori Possibility of the Possible Wreckage Zone
Based on the locating model of possible wreckage zone, it is concluded that the possible wreckage zone is an approximate semicircle, which is named as D . The possible of a zone is the true wreckage zone is not even everywhere in D . Generally, the possible of the plane steers greater angle is less. So as depicted as Figure 1 , we can set the priori possibility based the angle. The less the angle  is, the greater the possibility of the zone is the true wreckage zone is. An analyzed function is favor for the further investigation. A useful example is proposed, which is formulated as:
The priori possibility distribution function 0 p is depicted in Figure 2 . It shows the zone along the fight direction on the last ping ring is of high possibility. 
E. Possibility Transition Function
According to the wreckage possibility distribution function, which describes distribution of the possibility, we will schedule our searching planes to find the true wreckage zone as soon as possible. Based on the priori possibility distribution function, an optimization searching plan will be designed. And then, the searching planes will perform the plan and return the searching results. After a search, a judgment will be made which indicates the zone is the true wreckage zone with greater possibility or less.
After completing a round of search, if the result shows the wreckage has been found, then the search is successful and the whole searching should be terminated. But unluckily, planes usually bring information back not so certainly. The positive information shows the zone is of higher possible, and the negative information indicates the opposite. So after a round of search, a more popular process is to update the possibility of the zone is the true wreckage zone. And how to update the prior possibility into posterior possibility is the content in this section. The updating principle includes two aspects.
1) If positive information shows the zone is the true wreckage zone, the posterior possibility should be greater than the priori one, and vice versa;
2) If the identification capability is greater, the adjusting extent is greater.
Many functions satisfy the two conditions above. A simple and feasible function is employed in this investigation, which can be formulated as:
(1 ) , point P is judged as wreckage zone ( ) (1 ) , point P is not judged as wreckage
where  and  are positive real number, which are used to adjust the speed of updating, and K is the identification capability, which changes the speed of updating distinctively.
F. Posterior Possibility
After a round of search, based on the searching results and the possibility transition function, the priori possibility is updated to posterior possibility. And the relation among them can be expressed as:
where i p is posterior possibility, and 1 i p  is priori possibility in the i th round of search. It implies our strategy can be conformed iteratively, and the possibility distribution function will be updated as iterations.
III. OPTIMIZATION OF SEARCHING
Based on the processes above, we describe the whole searching process and it can be implemented by five steps.
Step 1: Estimate the priori possibility in the possible wreckage zone.
Step 2: In this investigation, we do not make a plan for every plan, but we will make a plan about whole searching capability. It indicates we plan to solve how to allocate the searching capability in the possible wreckage zone, but not allocate the searching zone for every plane.
The searching plan is designed based on the priori possibility estimated in step1. An optimization plan must be made to allocate the searching capability for different zones and form different searching strength in the zones. In this investigation, we set our object to maximize the whole 
where K is the identification capability function, which is related to search strength, p is the priori possibility of wreckage at point P , and Q is the whole searching capability of all planes. The model is to maximize the whole identification capability by adjusting the searching strength distribution function r . The only constraint is the limitation of total searching capability.
It is a function optimization problem, and can be solved by variational method. Under certain conditions, the optimization solution exists. We can utilize Lagrange function to solve the optimization model above, which is:
The stagnation point can be solved by the following equations.
The equations are different to be solved mathematically, when K is the abstract function. We just show the results, when the identification capability is set to marginal effect decreasing type and Dirichlet type. 
which shows the searching capability should be allocated based on square of priori possibility. 
This formulation is seen to be very complex. But its real mean is simple, which is the whole searching capacity will be inputted into maximum possibility zone with searching strength equal to 0 r .
Step 3: Perform searching based the plan above, and evaluate the searching result. Meanwhile, determine whether the search is over. If the wreckage of the lost plane is found or the searching number is up to the maximum, the all searching finishes.
Step 4: Compute possibility transition function based on the searching result and searching strength.
Step 5: Compute posterior possibility based on priori possibility and the possibility transition function. Then set the posterior possibility as the priori possibility, just to step 2 and perform the next round search.
The flowchart of the whole process is depicted as Figure 3 . In this investigation, we have developed an optimal strategy to search the lost plane in the sea. The proposed approach is based on the details and can govern the key information in the searching. Meanwhile it is easy to be understood and to be expanded. The proposed optimization model is fit for the plenty of searching plane need to be planed. Furthermore, the more the searching planes is, the more distinct the advantage of the model is. Finally, a plenty of numerical simulation is conducted to verify the approach. Numerical results show: the proposed approach can tract the flight and allocate the searching capability effectively. And the wreckage can be found out more easily if the proposed approach is employed. The mainly conclusion can be listed as: 1) Some basic concepts, such as searching capacity, searching strength, identification capability function, priori possibility and so on, are defined. Based on them, we have proposed a continue optimization model to describe the allocation of searching capability.
2) We have solved the optimization model based on variation method in some condition. The analysis shows we should allocate the searching capability based on the square of possibility, when the marginal effect decreasing type identification function is employed. The simple conclusion is useful in practice.
